
10W Qi-CERTIFIED 
WIRELESS CHARGER

ANTI-BACTERIAL
UV-C LED

20-MIN
SANITIZING TIME

KILL 99.9%
OF BACTERIAS

360°
DISINFECTION

USB-C
POWER SUPPLY

COMPATIBLE WITH WIRELESS
CHARGING ENABLED PHONES

WIRELESS CHARGING STATION WITH BUILT-IN UV SANITIZER
Design by Manuela Simonelli & Andrea Quaglio

LH59

OBLIO

AVAILABLE COLORS

2-IN-1 INNOVATIVE AND DESIGN CHARGING STATION 

Oblio is a wireless station that sanitizes and charges your 
smartphone. Its discrete vase-like shape makes it a 

beautiful design item that can be proudly displayed in a 
home or o�ce. The design also has the added benefit of 

encouraging a break from your screen while your phone is 
being charged and sanitized.

Limiting our exposure to viruses and bacteria is something 
all appreciate the importance of today. This is why Oblio 

has been proven through lab testing to kill 99.9% of viruses, 
including H1N1. Oblio is engineered with ultraviolet light 

technology (UV-C LED) in its front interior that works as a 
sanitizer and disinfectant for smartphones. UV-C LED 

destroy and eradicate the DNA of microorganisms found in 
viruses, bacteria, mold, and germs. Oblio is designed to 

sanitize a single surface at a time. For a 360° disinfection, 
simply flip the phone to expose its second surface for the 

20 minute sanitizing period.

Oblio is a Qi-certified, 10W wireless charger, you can fully 
charge a smartphone in 3 hours. There’s also a LED 
indicator that confirms the correct positioning and 

charging status of your smartphone.
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B2B RECOMMENDED CUSTOMIZATION

TECH SPECS

OBLIO

 SKU  COLORS EAN  UPC

LH59W White 3660491057258  810011111226

LH59D Gold 3660491057272  810011111240

LH59DB Dark Blue 3660491057265  810011111233

 

RETAIL PACKAGING

Suggested branding: pad print

PACKING

Inner carton: 6 pcs / 5,1 kg | 180.24 OZ

Master carton 12 pcs / 10,22 Kg | 360.49

l e x o n - d e s i g n . c o m

LH59N Matt Black 3660491200913 810011113046

YOUR
LOGO175 mm

136 mm

32 mm

26
mm

NEW

10W Wireless charging station with built-in 
UV sanitizer
 
Qi-certified (wireless power transfer using 
inductive charging)

Fast-charging: approx 3 hours required for a 
full smartphone charge

Advanced anti-bacterial UV-C light with 
ionizer technology 

Eliminate 99,9% of your smartphone screen 
and surface germs in 20 minutes

Automatic sanitizing cycle -  LED light for 
correct placement and charging status 

Flip your smartphone for a complete 360° 
disinfection

Laboratory tested against common bacteria

Scientifically proven to be effective against H1N1 
virus

Foreign object detection 

Compatible with Qi-enabled smartphones with size 
up to 8.3 cm wide / 1.05 cm thick including case (not 
metal)

Power Supply: On USB-C port (cable included) and 
a Quick Charge 3.0 certified power adapter or a 
USB DC 9V/2A power adapter (not included) 

Material: ABS / Rubber finishing
Weight: 775 g I 27.3 oz

Dimensions: Ø 7 x 13,6 x 17,5 cm
                     Ø 2.7 x 5.3 x 6.8”


